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Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 281: Leveling Frenetically & Four Bosses Appear! 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOOMMM!!! 

The several long-ranged attacks showered the monsters I put into a pit. The monsters couldn't fight 

back. The most resilient ones managed to survive for a few seconds before ending being destroyed the 

same way the more frail ones died. Ultimately, Lily helped at doing the same strategy, opening small 

pitfalls, and making the last monsters fall into them. Everybody in our Party then defeated the last 

monsters. 

And with that came a lot of EXP, Gold, and dropped materials. 

Ding! 

[You and Your Party Defeated [Giant Crystal Turtle] x29] 

[You and Your Party Defeated [Crystal Guardian Beetle] x21] 

[You and Your Party Defeated [Crystal Assassin Mantis] x23] 

[You and Your Party Defeated [Shadow Vampiric Bat] x66] 

[Calculating EXP Earned…] 

[You Earned 573000 EXP] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Your Race, Job Class, and Subclass Level has increased to Level 45!] 

[All Your Stats have increased!] 

[You gained Stat Points and Skill Points] 

[Player Name]: [Planta] 

[Title]: [Legendary Warrior] 

[Race]: [Hamadryad: Lv45/60] 
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[Race EXP]: [40200/86000] 

[Job Class]: [Spirit Farmer: Lv45/60] 

[Job Class EXP]: [40200/86000] 

[Subclass]: [Novice Of All Trades: Lv45/60] 

[Subclass EXP]: [40000/86000] 

[Satiation]: [72/100] 

[HP]: [920/920] -> [1095/1095] 

[MP]: [2780/2780] -> [3200/3200] 

[STR]: [355] -> [425] 

[VIT]: [345] -> [415] 

[DEX]: [392] -> [476] 

[AGI]: [658] -> [784] 

[INT]: [708] -> [834] 

[WIS]: [570] -> [675] 

[LUC]: [370] -> [440] 

[Race Skills: 10/10] 

[Ancient Spirit of the Forest: Lv3], [Photosynthesis: Lv2], [Green Magic: Lv6], [Life Drain: Lv3], [Plant 

Companion: Lv10 (Max Level)], [Daughter of Nature: Lv1], [Spirit Magic: Lv6], [Spiritual Barrier: Lv5 

(Evolved)], [Plant Synthesis: Lv1] [Fairy Queen's Protection: Lv3] 

[Job Class Skills: 10/10] 

[Spirit Agriculture: Lv3], [AGI UP: Lv1], [Tame: Lv10 (Max Level)], [Farm Animal Companion: Lv10 (Max 

Level)], [Fishing: Lv2], [Robust Body: Lv1], [Spirit Farming Tool Mastery: Lv5 (Evolved)], [Terrain 

Manipulation: Lv5 (Evolved)], [Soil Domain: Lv5 (Evolved)], [Great Spirit Vessel: Lv3] 

[Subclass Skills: 3/7] 

[All Trades: Lv3], [Cooking: Lv10 (Max Level)], [Mining: Lv10 (Max Level)] 

[Stored Skills (Unequipped): 2] 

[Race Skills]: None 

[Job Class Skills]: [Crafting: Lv1], [Alchemy: Lv1] 

[Skill Points: 536] [Stat Points: 230] 



[Equipment]: [Spirit of the Forest Robes] [Bracelet of Nature] [Great Spirit Crown of Harvest and Nature] 

[Seed Pouch] [Mushroom Hero Ring] [Mushroom Hero Bracelet] [Heavenly Ring of Life and Souls] 

I ended leveling seven times, and with those seven levels came a lot of stats and even more Skill Points 

and Stat Points… Ah, I feel like my Skill Points never end at this point. Maybe I should begin replacing 

some Skills with the new ones from the Skill Trees? Well, before that, maybe I should quickly boost one 

of my stats, or multiple ones? What will I need to defeat these monsters? 

Magic is my main source of damage, but very so often I also attack physically to save on MP… This is a 

bit troublesome, but maybe giving half and half to STR and INT might do the trick. My MP is already very 

high, so I can take on heavy hitting Spells more easily… Yeah, I'll go for that. 

Ding! 

[You exchanged 230 Stat Points] 

[Your STR has increased by +115] 

[Your INT has increased by +115] 

Now I have STR over 500 and INT over 900! 

TRUUMM…! 

And right after I finished doing that, trouble arrived, just as I had thought, the monsters that were the 

Field Bosses, which the Great Spirit detected, have arrived. 

CRAASH! 

An enormous leg covered on crystal scales destroyed the Crystal Trees on front of itself, as the 

enormous head of a turtle, with a sharp beak emerged, looking around with sharp red eyes. Its entire 

body was covered on sharp purple and red crystals, not at all colorful like its smaller fellows. And above 

all, it was bigger than them, at least ten meters bigger. 

"GGRRRRRRHHH…" 

It roared furiously, as it moved its slow body across the Crystal Forest and arrived at the open battlefield 

we had. Its sharp red eyes glared at us with viciousness. That thing was definitely a Boss! 

"SHAAAA!" 

And that wasn't all, a gigantic Vampire Bat appeared, with fur completely red and four eyes, alongside a 

sharp, star-shaped nose and enormous blade-like ears. Its legs had sharp claws and it had deadly fangs. 

It emanated a powerful miasmic aura, the same as the gigantic turtle. 

"GROOOOHHHH…!" 

TRUUUM…! 

And then the steps of another behemoth echoed across the caverns, this was the Field Boss of the 

Crystal Rhinoceros Beetles. As big as the Turtle, being almost twenty meters of height. It was completely 

black unlike the other white colored ones, and its entire body was covered on purple and red spikes. 



"Gygygygygyhh…" 

And the strange voice of the clicking jaws of the mantises echoed across the caverns as well, the last 

figure of the four appeared, an enormous Crystal Assassin Mantis of over twenty meters, it was so tall 

and sleek it resembled a tall modern building, its enormous blades could easily slice us all into pieces… 

and it was also purple and red colored, emanating a strong aura of miasma. 

All four of these monsters were being mounted by Cultists we saw from afar, humans most likely from 

the neighboring Kingdom of Luminous. They were wearing black cloaks and had red-colored eye-shaped 

marks in their cloaks and hands. 

"Move aside!" I roared back to them. "We can't waste any more time with your monsters. We won't 

hurt you as long as you let us pass!" I said, trying to negotiate with them. "There's still time to pull back 

from where you're getting into! What will you do if the Luminous Kingdom learn what you're trying to 

do? You'll be most likely thrown to jail or something worse!" 

"We have already given up our lives for a greater cause, abomination!" 

"We are stronger willed than you think." 

"Your feeble words means nothing before the goal to save this world." 

"We will not allow you to give another step! Lord Jeremias must complete the mission that our Master 

has given to him at all costs!" 

"Our lives mean nothing compared to this greater cause. We'll be branded as heroes in the future, as we 

stood against abominable immortals such as you!" 

"You're completely nuts!" Rita angrily said. 

"Planta, there's no point arguing with these guys. I bet they're just programed to talk this stuff." Titan 

said. 

"Sigh… Well, if that's how you want it, so be it." 
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Chapter 282: Against The Four Rulers Of The Underground Caves! 

Four Bosses and a dozen Cult Members stood before our path towards Jeremias. The more time we 

delayed fighting them, the more time Jeremias would have to be able to break through into the Root 

Forest and infest the entire Forest of Beginnings with his Miasma... We cannot spend much time fighting 

these monsters, but they sure look tough. However, if they have the same weaknesses as their small 

counterparts, we might be able to fight them off... 

"Guide, quickly show me all four of their status!" 

"Okay!" 

The Guide quickly showed me four holographic windows of the four Field Bosses. 

[Giant Crystal Turtle Emperor: Lv48] [Status: Infected with Miasma, Brainwashed] 
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Description: The powerful and almighty Emperor of the Giant Crystal Turtles. It has lived a thousand 

years and has devoured many crystals, growing a gigantic shell capable of withstanding most blows and 

having an incredible resistance to elemental magic. It is sluggish yet each step is devastating, and it 

possess high level elemental magic that it's near-indestructible crystals can conjure. This monster has 

been infected with Miasma; all of its stats have increased. Its 

Its weakness is its speed and sluggish movements. Its weight is too big, if its legs are crippled and the 

crystals destroyed, it becomes nothing but a sitting duck. 

Skills: [Great Crystal Fortress] [Grand Elemental Crystal Projectiles] [Mini Meteor] [Slicing Storm] 

[Boulder Blast] [Water Torrent] [Super Great Defense] [Heavy Slam] 

Title: [Crystal Turtle Emperor] 

. 

[Shadow Vampiric Crimson Bat Queen: Lv45] [Status: Infected with Miasma, Brainwashed] 

Description: The Deadly Queen of the Shadow Vampiric Bats. Boasting an immense size and deadly jaws. 

She has an incredible ability to fly at amazing speeds. It is capable of biting through anything with those 

overwhelming fangs and can both drain blood for nourishment and conjure Blood Magic to control the 

battlefield, her echolocation is top notch. This monster has been infected with Miasma; all of its stats 

have increased. 

Her weakness is having incredibly low defensive stats, which she make sup with her amazing speed. Has 

a strong weakness against wind and lighting elements. 

Skills: [Vampiric Fangs] [Shadow Projectiles] [Blood Sucking] [Blood Spear] [Blood Detonation] [Blood Bat 

Mirage] [Hallucination] 

Title: [Queen of Vampiric Bats] 

. 

[Crystal Rhinoceros Beetle King: Lv49] [Status: Infected with Miasma, Brainwashed] 

Description: The powerful and immovable King of the Crystal Rhinoceros Beetles. Possess an 

indomitable strength and is rather fast for its immense and overwhelming size. It doesn't know any 

magic but it's size, weight, and strength alone make up for it. This monster has been infected with 

Miasma; all of its stats have increased. 

His weakness is lacking magic coverage and proper ways for self-regeneration, constant attacks in a 

certain spot can break the shells and easily reach the soft inner body. 

Skills: [Overpowering Horn Attack] [High Speed Drilling] [Bloody Charge] [Berserker Attack] [Super 

Enhanced Crystal Armor] [Greater Defensive Boost] 

Title: [King of Crystal Rhinoceros Beetles] 

. 

[Giant Crystal Slaughter Mantis Queen: Lv50] [Status: Infected with Miasma, Brainwashed] 



Description: The all-powerful Queen of all Assassin Mantises from the Crystal Caves. Her enormous size 

paired up with her deadly blade arms make for an incredibly powerful monster, it has no enemies 

whatsoever and often does as she pleases across all her territory. A behemoth capable of slicing 

anything in her path... This monster has been infected with Miasma; all of its stats have increased. 

Her weakness is that her size is too big for her weight, and she lacks complete control over the balance 

of her body, often being prone to tripping over the floor if one of her legs is destroyed. Additionally, her 

defenses are not that good and once her blades are dealt with, its threat level becomes way lower. 

Skills: [Slicing Blades of Calamity] [Destructive Glare] [Overwhelming Aura] [Assassination] [Merciless 

Hunter] [Gluttonous Eater] [Ruthless Killer] 

Title: [Queen of Crystal Assassin Mantises] 

Amazing, not only did he showed me the stats, but he even put their weaknesses?! This is something 

completely new! I guess Guider is putting a lot more of effort now. 

"Did you add the weaknesses?" 

"Yes, usually you can only find them when you go into the monster compendium, but I've made a 

shortcut into their status." 

"That's amazing, as long as these stay there, we can figure out how to deal with all of them. And we 

need to do it as fast as possible!" 

"GRUOOOHHHH!!!" 

The Crystal Turtle Emperor roared furiously, as its shell suddenly shone brightly with colors, only to be 

taken over by darkness. Purple flames, black water, black winds, and purple crystal boulders were 

summoned in an instant, so big they resembled meteors falling from the ceiling! 

FLAASH! FLAASH! FLAASH! FLAASH! FLAASH! 

The projectiles fell towards us at a fast speed, almost breaking the sound barrier as they impacted the 

ground before us, countless elemental explosions that began to spread out miasma everywhere 

happened right after that. 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOOMMMM!!! 

"Damn it, they're trying to overtake the terrain by spreading more Miasma! These guys don't even 

intend to engage us completely, they just want to push us back as much as possible!" Titan said, as we 

had to regroup together and fly across the skies through our mounts, evading the enormous magical 

attacks reaching us from the shell of the deadly Crystal Turtle Emperor. 

"Which one do we take on first? There's no way we can fight them alone, we should gang on each one of 

them!" Achlys said. 

"I agree, they're way too strong for us to separate our team once more." Nieve said. 

"We have to strike them all together!" Acorn said. 

"Planta, do you have any idea?" Asked Titania. 



"Look!" I said to my team, quickly showing them the status of the Monsters and their weaknesses. 

"Wait, their weaknesses show in the status?!" Asked Titania. "If this is true then... the Vampire! Let's kill 

the Vampiric Bat first, she's the weakest of the four!" 

"The Vampiric Bat Queen will be the most troublesome if we approached the other three, you're right. 

After that, we must defeat the Mantis Queen, then we got for the big guys. The turtle and the beetle." I 

commanded. 

"Alright!" Everyone roared while feeling pumped up by my very simple strategy, it was so simple we 

couldn't even call it that, but knowing their weaknesses seemed to boost everyone's morale. 

We flew across the ceiling, evading the magic of the Turtle Emperor and sometimes blasting it with our 

attacks in midair, until the Bat Queen noticed us, flying at an incredible speed towards us! 

"SHAAAA!" 

Her claws suddenly reached us as she attempted to attack Belle! 

CLAAASHHH!!! 
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Chapter 283: Crushing Boss Monsters With Teamwork! 1 

The Vampiric Bat Queen quickly noticed that we were attempting to get closer to the big shots, as she 

quickly flew towards us at a furious speed. Her wings didn't even flapped when she flew, only giving one 

single flap and propelling herself across the skies like a blur of red color. Her enormous jaws opened 

furiously, hissing at us, while her legs with their sharp claws approached us. She instantly and foolishly 

attempted to fight Belle, attacking her head! 

CLAAAASSSSHHH!!! 

ZAAAP! 

However, what came out of Belle's head was lightning from her golden horns! 

"GRYYYAAAH!" 

The Vampire Bat Queen was left utterly shocked, as she hissed back at us and then attempted to move 

away, only for her legs to get caught on Loki's vines, which tightly wrapped them and then pulled her 

back to us! 

"SHAAA!" 

The Vampire Bat Queen roared angrily at us, as several blades made of blood emerged around her wings 

as she spread them out, shooting them at us one after the other! 

"Spiritual Barrier!" 

I quickly erected a Spiritual Barrier and shaped it into a shield of sorts, protecting us while being in 

midair, and then adding several more layers to it. 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! 
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"Belle, another zap!" 

"MEEEEE!" 

Belle furiously charged forward towards the Bat Queen, as the enormous flighted beast attempted to 

evade her charges in midair, it had more speed than Belle, actually. 

FLASH! FLASH! FLAASH! 

"Hahahaha! You cannot possibly think that even by trapping her you can reach her speed! The Vampire 

Bat Queen is the fastest monster in this entire place!" The Cultists atop her back laughed at our 

pointless attempts. 

"And you cannot possibly think that's all we've got!" Said Nieve, flying towards the vines wrapped 

around the bat queen, the obvious and actual weakness as she couldn't move them away because they 

were wrapped around Loki's vines, and then she froze her legs, quickly beginning to spread the ice 

across the bat queen's body! "Permafrost!" 

CRSSHHH! 

"SHAAAA!" 

The sound of ice crystals forming across the bat queen's entire body echoed across the caves. The other 

cultists were beginning to panic, as they quickly pointed their staffs at us. 

"We didn't wanted to waste Mana right now but so be it!" 

"Master Jeremias said that Players can't die, let's test that!" 

The cultists formed hundreds of spheres of darkness and directed them all towards us, shooting them at 

fast speed. 

"Light Eagle! Shining Lion! Heaven Tiger!" 

FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! 

Titan suddenly summoned three light-attribute elemental spirit beasts, all of them being beasts made 

purely out of light, as they flew towards the dark bullets and blocked them from reaching us. 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOOM! BOOOMM!!! 

"SHAAA!" 

The Vampiric Bat Queen tried to fly away faster from us but the vines wrapped her legs kept dragging us 

along with her, and the weight we gave to her only made her slugger. 

"Now, Elemental Spirits!" 

I quickly summoned the Elemental Spirits I created from the Spiritual Buds, some were still alive, as I 

commanded them all to pester the bat. 

Fireballs, slicing winds, small boulders, and piercing water attacks reached the bat queen, as her entire 

body started to bleed and her HP started to drop faster than we thought, she really sucked at defense. 



"Now, go finish her!" I said, quickly helping Lily jump off the air. As the smallest of the group that was 

strong enough to beat a monster with a single and decisive blow, I quickly sent off Lily into the airs. 

"HYAAAA! Rock… HAMMER!" 

Her Hammer was suddenly enhanced and encompassed by several stones and crystals, growing to a 

monumental size, as it quickly fell over the cultists and the Vampire Bat Queen at a deadly speed. 

CRAAAASSSSHHHH!!! 

The cultists were… completely flattened, and the Bat's head blew into pieces. And yes, the rest of the 

body fell into the floor, and exploded into particles of light. 

"Oh my god we actually killed people this time…" Achlys said. 

"Weren't you the one the most into it anyways?!" Asked Titan. 

"Yeah but… damn that was bloody, holy shit." Achlys sighed, looking down as we saw that the cultists 

bodies disappeared like monsters. 

"Lily, gotcha!" 

I quickly caught Lily by stretching my arms into vines and wrapping her up, she was so light weighted it 

made me wonder where she even got that insane physical strength. Well, Brownies are just built 

different I suppose. 

"Guider, what we did… was it okay?" I asked. 

"Yeah, why wouldn't it be okay? Those humans? Well they used to be normal NPC, but the moment they 

made a contract with the Demon King their very bodies mutated and they became monsters. There's no 

penalty for killing them. You even get dropped items, EXP, and gold out of it." The Guider Spirit seemed 

completely unfazed by cold blooded murder. 

"Y-Yeah, I guess… Let's just think they were just very bad people." I sighed. "Because they were." 

"Don't overthink it. I did it because I was infuriated at them, they want to destroy the whole forest and 

kill all the people on it! In ancient times like medieval times, people always slain their foes. And there's 

tons of games where you can kill humans, so I doubt it really mattered much." Lily sighed. 

Well, if this wasn't really a game, I would be doubting what she said, but at the moment, I don't really 

have time to doubt her nor question her or anything at all. We had to hurry and get this done, or else 

everything would end. 

"T-They killed three of us in a single blow?!" 

"T-They're monsters…" 

"What happened to their bodies?! Why are they just gone?" 

"T-Their power even consumes bodies and souls!" 

"They're truly monsters! The real monsters are them!" 



The other surviving Cultists were treating us as monsters. Apparently it wasn't normal for people to just 

poof out of existence and drop Gold and Items, I can tell. 

"Well, you guys are next!" Rita said with a smile. "This time, let me nasty my hands too." 

I guess we were all partners in crime now… I might as well do it too. 
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Chapter 284: Crushing Boss Monsters With Teamwork! 2 

With the Vampiric Bat Queen out of the four, there were three other Bosses left. The big and heavy ones 

were the slowest and they were acting as living walls to not let us pass through the caves, standing by 

while the mantis queen slowly stepped forward with her enormously tall body, readying her enormous 

blades to slice us into pieces. And of course, the damn turtle was firing magic at us without stopping, 

most of my Terrain effects were now gone as it left everything covered by gooey black miasma. 

However, now that we had one gone, we were doing progress, and we defeated the bat in just like three 

minutes. For now we have to quickly defeat the Mantis as fast as possible and move to the two walking 

mountains. When that's done, we'll find Jeremias and beat him to death! 

…Yeah, that's right! I am tired of acting nice! 

"SHAAAA!" 

"The mantis is getting closer!" Titan declared. 

"How do we stop this thing?! It is immense! It is like a walking building." Said Rita. 

"Like the status said, we have to aim at the legs it uses to walk, any of them would do. The enormous 

size also brings a lack of good balance because it looks like a walking stick. Aim at one of the legs!" Said 

Acorn. 

"T-Then everyone, take this new buff I've got!" 

FLAAASH! 

Suddenly Florie covered all of us with a near-divine aura of pure spiritual essence. It seemed slightly 

similar to Titania's Divine Protection, but slightly weaker. However, it enhanced all of our stats and it 

stacked with Titania's Divine Protection to boot! 

"This is amazing! What kind of buff is this?" I asked. 

"I learned Lesser Divine Protection after leveling a lot…" Florie said with a smile. "I hope it helps…!" 

"It will surely do!" Acorn said, quickly retrieving several bombs from his Inventory. "Planta, let me attack 

he legs, bombs unlike magic are inconspicuous and they don't generate any aura that can eb easily 

detected, when they finally land and explode, it is often too late. I've realized monsters often have very 

enhanced senses for magic, but bombs are a weakness as they cannot sense them as well until they 

explode." Said Acorn. 

"Wow, that's smart." Titan said. "I never realized they had such a weakness." 
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"Sure thing Acorn!" I said. 

"Alright!" Acorn quickly enhanced his body using magic to increase his dexterity and speed, and then 

aimed at the Mantis from afar while Belle rushed around, evading gigantic blades attempting to slice 

through us. 

SLAAAASSSHH! 

FLAASH! 

SLAAAASSSHHH!!! 

SLAAASH! 

Each slash was so strong it unleashed an aura attack that reached all the way behind us, clashing over 

the walls of the caverns several times. Belle had to cover her hoofs with lightning to increase her speed 

while she galloped in midair, putting most of the effort. 

"It needs a distraction, right? Here!" Achlys suddenly gathered an enormous quantity of Malice she had 

saved up, and then unleashed a powerful spell. "Shadow Doppelganger!" 

FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! 

Suddenly, twenty doppelgangers that were identical to Rita emerged, and they all flew towards the 

Mantis. The monstrous bug's senses quickly alerted it of the magic clones, which only shoot down dark 

bullets that dealt no damage at all. 

"SHAAAA!!!" 

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! 

The Mantis was easily distracted, attacking the clones that exploded into black smoke once destroyed. 

They were incredibly weak compared to Rita or any Familiar. 

"Shadow Doppelganger is a Spell that allows me to create those shadow clones, they're useless and 

weak, but they can work as good distraction!" Rita laughed. "Now's your chance Acorn!" 

"Got it!!!" Acorn gathered Mana into his hands and dexterously threw the bombs at the insect's legs one 

after the other, they all landed where he had aimed perfectly, and a chain of explosions was unleashed! 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOOOMMMM!!! 

CRAAASH! 

The sound of two of the Mantis' legs breaking echoed across the entire caverns, as the Cultists atop the 

monster panicked, pointing their staffs at us, and then loading them with Miasma. 

"You damn bastards! Phantasmal Shadow!" 

The Cultists suddenly conjured enormous spectral beings made of darkness and Miasma, which flew 

towards us menacingly. They probably were some sort of Curse Spell that also dealt damage. 

Well, that's not going to work! 



"Get off here!" I roared, gathering my Mana into my weapon as I shaped it into a shovel, and unleashing 

a deadly attack. My shovel suddenly was covered by the Spiritual Blessing of Wind, unleashing a 

powerful slicing tornado of winds, and dissipating the cultist's attacks, just before the Giant Mantis 

Queen lost her balance and fell off into the floor! 

BAAAAAMMM!!! 

"Now everyone, aim at the head from above, it can't reach us from all the way up here!" I said, Titan and 

the rest immediately aimed their magic spells down, raining the Mantis with everything we had. Just as 

the weakness described, the enormous bug's head began to shatter once many attacks were 

accumulated in a single place, quickly shattering her exoskeleton, and then, her entire body blew up into 

bits! 

CRAAASSSHHH!!! 

"S-Shit!" 

"Damn it!" 

The Cultists that survived the fall quickly jumped off the Mantis and began to run, trying to regroup with 

the other Cultists atop the turtle and the beetle. 

"You're not going anywhere!" Rita mercilessly said. From within her staff, a large gathering of malice and 

darkness emerged, as she fired a devastating beam against the cultists running away. 

FLAASSHH! 

The enormous black beam reached them, as the cultists looked at the attack filled with despair. 

"Uuaagggh!" 

"Noooo!" 

BOOOOOMMM!!! 

The blast evaporated them faster than they could process it completely, as the only thing left were 

particles of light and pixels which quickly dissipated out into thin air… 

"Phew, well, there's two more left." Rita said while sighing, the Turtle of enormous size seemed to have 

finally ran out of Mana, as it suddenly stopped attacking with magic. 

"You've forced our hand, you abominable monsters!" 

"The Souls of our fallen comrades will become our new strength!" 

"[Miasmic Monster Synthesis]!" 

FLAAASH! 

Suddenly, we all saw with horror as the souls of the Cultists we had slain alongside the many monsters 

we killed flew towards the Cultists on top of the Turtle and the Beetle, an enormous magic circle 

emerged atop them, as black gooey miasma covered both behemoths and then forcefully merged them 

together with… the cultists themselves?! 



TRUUUUMMM…! 
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Chapter 285: Miasmic Monster Synthesis 

As we defeated three two of the four powerful bosses there were, we were about to go slay the other 

two and end this to get to Jeremias! 

However, the Cultists remaining over the Crystal Turtle and the enormous Crystal Guardian Rhinoceros 

Beetle began speaking some weird nonsense, as magic surged from within their staves and bodies. 

"You've forced our hand, you abominable monsters!" 

"The Souls of our fallen comrades will become our new strength!" 

"[Miasmic Monster Synthesis]!" 

FLAAASH! 

Suddenly, an enormous, Black-colored magic circle covered the entirety of both Monsters they were 

mounting, as we all saw with horror as the souls of the Cultists we had slain alongside the many 

monsters we killed flew towards the Cultists on top of the Turtle and the Beetle, an enormous magic 

circle emerged atop them, as black gooey miasma covered both behemoths and then forcefully merged 

them together with… the cultists themselves?! 

TRUUUUMMM…! 

Souls, flesh, and magic, everything merged with the disgusting black miasma the surged out of the black 

magic circle, and everything started converging together into something abominably gross! 

"What in heck did those guys made?!" Rita cried in surprise. 

"Holy shit this is gross as fuck!" Titan said. 

"W-What am I even looking at?!" Lily cried. 

"Uwaah! Flesh and miasma… and countless souls all tied together…" Acorn cried. 

"I don't think Lily was asking a literal question, Acorn…" Sighed Nieve. 

"This is the power of the Demon King of Miasma! They're harboring it into creating a powerful chimeric 

abomination…!" 

CLAAAASSSHHH! 

Suddenly, enormous black tentacles made of miasmic flesh hit the ground. The mass of pulsating flesh, 

goo, eyes, and crystals growing all over its body began to move. It was amorphous in shape and we 

couldn't even know what the heck it was at mere sight! 

But it surely was enormously strong! The Cultists were not even here anymore, they sacrificed 

themselves to merge with the two Boss Monsters into this aberration forsaken by god! 

And its stats were… 
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[Aberrant Chimeric Miasmic Spawn: Lv55] [Status: Hungry] 

Description: An Aberration born from the Miasmic Secretions of the Demon King of Miasma. However, 

this special entity was born through a special ritual, utilizing the lives of the Cultists and the powerful 

Monsters, alongside over a hundred Souls to create it. 

An Aberration with no proper shape that originally inhabits the Demon King Continent and devours 

anything it sees with its enormous body. The Liquid Miasma over its entire body can slowly digest 

anything it touches, draining its prey vitality and mana in the process. 

Its weakness is its speed and sluggish movements. Its weight is too heavy and its body too big, it moves 

at a slow pace. However, it possess great regeneration and enormous defenses. Only by targeting its 

Miasmic Core within the internal body, it can be defeated properly defeated. 

Skills: [Abyssal Great Crystal Fortress] [Abyssal Miasmic Elemental Crystal Projectiles] [Shadow Meteor] 

[Dark Shredding Storm] [Black Crystal Blast] [Miasmic Water Torrent] [Super Great Defense] [Heavy 

Slam] [Super Self-Regeneration] [Hastened Digestion] [HP/MP Drain] [Miasmic Ooze] 

Title: [Spawn of the Demon King] 

"Uuuaaggh! It is deadly strong too!" I cried, as everyone quickly noticed the monster's stats as well! 

"LEVEL 55?!" Asked Titan in shock. "W-We are only just Level 45!" 

"T-Ten Levels above us…" Acorn was about to pass out. 

"This is… No, we have fought worse things!" Nieve said. 

"Yeah… We fought that giant snake; she was even stronger than us back then and we won!" Rita said, 

hitting the ground with her staff, darkness quickly began pouring from her shadows. 

"We can win! If we work together." Titan said, quickly feeling motivated. 

"I'll help however I can! If it's big, heavy, and slow, it might be very weak to obstacles!" Lily said. 

"Alright… Let's do this then!" I quickly was snapped back to reality as I slapped my own face with my 

hands to snap out of my fear. I didn't had any time to be fearful anyways. "However, we have to find a 

way to not overuse our strength! Jeremias wants us to use all our energy so he can catch us at our 

weakest, let's not exhaust ourselves too much!" 

"Then let me take the lead." Lily said. "My powers are ideal for this situation." 

"They are?" I wondered. 

"GROOOOOOAARRRRR!!!" 

The Miasmic Aberration began to move. Its enormous body was incredibly sluggish, but because it was 

so big, every step it took would be several dozens of meters. This thing easily surpassed a hundred 

meters and reached all the way to the cavern's ceiling. 

The monster's tentacles began hitting the ground constantly, shaking everything around furiously. 

BAAAM! BAAAM! BAAAAM!!! 



"That thing's going insane! We have to quickly take it down." Titan said. "Lily, can we trust you?!" 

"I've got a plan, follow me!" Lily said, suddenly thinking about something. 

"Alright then, let's trust her." I said with a nod. "She's not someone to mess around with things like this 

anyways!" 

We quickly rushed forward over our Familiars, flying above the skies. The Aberration quickly noticed us 

approaching, as it started conjuring powerful magic it inherited from the Crystal Turtle, but that was 

now "corrupted" and became imbued with darkness, becoming stronger. 

"GROOOHHHH!" 

The Aberration's body was covered on black, purple, and red crystals, and they all suddenly began 

trembling, detaching themselves from its aberrant body that continued making them grow as they flew 

towards us like enormous projectiles imbued with darkness! 

FLAAAASSSSHH! 

"This is just… a big crystal!" 

I began convincing myself to take on the challenge as I shapeshifted my weapon into an enormous 

pickaxe and unleashed the combined power of Mining at Level 10 and Spiritual Farming Tool Mastery 

together. 

"Even if it's just a thirty-meter big crystal, you're still an item I can mine! HYAAA!" 

I jumped in midair by shaping my legs into spring-shaped plant sterns, and swung my Pickaxe with all my 

strength, closing my eyes. 

CLAAAAASSSSSHHHH!!! 

My pickaxe quickly reached the crystal, impacting it with great strength! The Crystal quickly began 

gaining countless cracks all over, shattering into pieces in an instant! 

CRAAASH! 
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However, four more of those were coming, I couldn't intercept them all at the same time, but everyone 

else seemed to be working on something. 

"RAAAAH!" 

Titan roared, as he quickly flew into the skies using one of his flying beast spirits. His wooden arms 

shaped into enormous pickaxes as he used the Mining Skill, also at Level 10! 

CRAAASH! 

"And… ANOTHER ONE!" 

CRAAASH! 
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Two powerful swings of his enormous and wooden arms were enough to completely shatter a gigantic 

crystal in midair, turning the item into pure particles of tiny crystals which suddenly disappeared into 

pixels, the same as the one I destroyed. 

They became dropped items, in resume! 

"I can also join the fray!" 

Rita boosted her physical strength using her Specials Racial Skill, which allowed her to imbue Malice and 

Shadows into her own body to temporarily reinforce her physical abilities. Her eyes glowed bright red, 

as she used the Dark Magic Spell [Shadow Shaping] and gathered shadows and malice at the tip of her 

staff, shaping them into a pickaxe and using her Mining Skill, which she just got to Level 10 too! 

CRAASH! CRAASH! CRAASH! CRAASH! 

She was way faster than Titan and me, giving out several consecutive blows at once against the crystal 

projectiles. We took care of the big ones but she destroyed all the little ones, protecting the rest of the 

party from their lethal damage! 

However, it wasn't done yet, as we got closer and closer, the enormous tentacles continuously 

attempted to reach us all the time. It was already hard to evade them! Slicing them with my weapon 

only delayed the inevitable as they regrew almost instantaneously. 

FLUOOOSSSSHH! 

And right after that, spiraling tornadoes of black winds emerged from within the monster, and then, 

giant meteors made of crystalized shadows, all falling towards us one after the other! 

"Damn it this guy has like endless MP or something…!" Rita cried angrily, smashing the blows with your 

attacks. 

"Lily, how much closer do you want us to go?!" Asked Titan. 

"Yeah, how long?!" I asked desperately, somehow managing to smash into bits a Shadow Meteor, but 

fighting physically was getting me very tired as I had to overuse my Satiation. 

"A bit more, please… almost there!" Lily said, concentrating her Mana into her hands almost 

instinctively. "Earth Spirits, just like before, please help me!" 

She suddenly reminded of myself when I call upon the spirits, I guess we share a lot of similarities. The 

Mana flowed into the ground below, suddenly surrounding the entire beast. 

However, Lily suddenly got very tired. 

"Ugh, not enough MP…" 

"Don't worry." 

I touched her shoulders as I imbued my own MP into her. It didn't matter anymore at this point, I didn't 

really cared if I wasted MP or not! I just wanted this monster to get done for! 

FLAAASH! 



"Woah! P-Planta you've got so much Mana, and it keeps coming and coming! And this is… Spiritual 

Essence?!" Lily wondered. 

"Yes dear! I am here to lend you all a hand! Come on Planta, don't be stingy! We'll find a way when we 

fight that Jeremias! Just go all out!" The Great Spirit spoke, as her carrot-shaped form suddenly 

unleashed an enormous aura of Spiritual Essence of the finest quality! 

"W-With this power… With this power I can…! I can do it!" Lily said, as she quickly utilized all the power 

she gained, concentrating it into her skills and magic. 

FLUOOOSSSH! 

A ray of golden light came from her hands, reaching the ground below. Her eyes shone brightly as she 

conjured her magic. 

"I hope this works…! SINKHOLE!" 

TRUUUUUUMMMMMM…! 

The floor below suddenly started trembling constantly, the Aberration confusedly looked around, trying 

to find what was going on, however, its movements were too slow, and it was about to fall! 

CRAAASSSHH! 

The ground crumbled apart, as a gigantic hole, deeper than a hundred meters emerged! Lily quickly 

depleted all her energies after doing that, falling into my chest. 

"Fweaah… That was too much." Lily sighed. 

"Are you alright?" I wondered. 

"I'm hungry…" She sighed. 

"Eat this magic carrot!" I said, taking out a carrot from my inventory fresh from the farm. 

"T-Thanks…" Lily began snacking on the carrot, her MP and Satiation slowly began to recover. 

"Amazing, she just… sank the whole beast in there?!" Asked Nieve. 

"With this we can beat it, it cannot move around as much as it wants!" Titan celebrated. 

"This feels like cheating but let's abuse this! Thanks Lily!" Acorn said. 

"Alright, I'm gonna blast that thing to oblivion!" Rita laughed evilly. 

We flew down towards the beast, which tried to lift itself up using its tentacles, but the tentacles failed 

to lift the enormously heavy body, and its miasma was incapable of melting the hard bedrock. It was 

stuck there! 

"Alright, let's do it!" 

Everyone quickly conjured their strongest blows to finish off the Aberration. We had to attack with the 

best things we had all at the same time to not let it regenerate in time! 



"Take this!" 

Titan quickly activated several Skills, combining them with the Beast Spirits he had summoned. His arms 

stretched into an enormous log in the shape of a stake, where several Beast Spirits of various elements 

merged into it, and then, he overcharged the log with mana! 

The enormous log's appearance began to change, as it suddenly took the beautiful shape of a totem, 

depicting various beautiful beasts fearfully glaring at their foe. A converged aura of elements emerged. 

"This is my newest Skill… Totem Magic: [Five Elemental Beast Totem Stake]!" 

FLAAAASSSHH! 

The enormous totem moved by its own will, falling downwards towards the beast! All the magic the 

monster conjured to destroy the totem was easily deflected. The totem's sharp end easily reached the 

abomination, piercing through its slimy body and getting all the way down! 

CRAAAASSSSHHH!!! 

"GRUOOOHHHH!" 

The totem quickly unleashed an explosion of elemental power, beginning to weaken the abomination as 

its HP quickly started to go down, reaching below 70%! 

But that was not yet enough, everyone else quickly unleashed their abilities! 
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"Here's one of my strongest bombs! Eat it all up!" 

Acorn quickly unpacked an incredible-looking bomb he had inside of his Inventory Ability. It looked like a 

pyramid, and it had four colors on it, red, yellow, blue, and green. 

When I read the bomb's description, I was surprised… 

[Genesis Pyramid (A Grade)] 

An incredible bomb created by combining over ten different Elemental Bombs together. It can cause 

Fire, Earth, Wind, Water, Ice, Lightning, Darkness, Light, Poison, and Status Effects type damage to a 

target. The more MP is infused into the bomb, the more damage it can deal when exploding with an 

addition to +1000% more damage. Ignores a foe's 50% of their total defenses and all their elemental 

resistances or immunities. 

One of the legendary treasures an experienced Alchemist can create. 

That's insane! 

FLAAAASSSSHH! 

Acorn sent it flying right down into the monster using his Alchemy Throwing Skill. The bomb gained an 

aura of colorful rainbow elements as it flew, reaching the abomination's body. 
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The monster seemed to not even notice the bomb by being so small… however, the moment the bomb 

reached the monster's interior… 

BOOOOOOOMMMM!!! 

An enormous explosion was unleashed, as rainbow light spread in a pyramid-shape all cross the interior 

of the aberrant creature! A large part of its entire mass exploded into pieces, the monster's HP quickly 

going down by 25% and taking damage constantly, as rainbow-colored flames covered all of its wounds. 

Meanwhile, Nieve's eyes were closed, as Florie was behind her boosting her Magic Power by touching 

her shoulders. Nieve's rapier pointed at the monster below us as her icy aura spread further, but then 

concentrated right within the tip of her Magic Rapier. 

"Spirit Ice Magic: [Ice Age]!" 

Suddenly, several spirits of Ice emerged one after the other, converging within the tip of her Rapier, 

which served as a wand as well, and then she charged an enormous beam of frost and fired it towards 

the monster! 

FLAAAASSSSHH! 

The ray reached the monster's surface, suddenly freezing it on the spot! 

CRAACK! 

The sound of ice spreading and growing as countless crystals of ice covered the monster echoed across 

the caverns. The monster was instantly frozen solid! 

…However, not for long, the beast was shaking inside its ice prison, and might free itself any moment. 

"Planta!" 

Rita called to me. 

"Alright, let's do something together!" 

I quickly conjured the power of the Great Spirit, as I gathered it within my body and then connected it 

with Rita. As much as she lacked affinity with it, it didn't matter. What mattered is giving her this 

powerful Spiritual Essence! 

The Dark Spirits reacted to the rich essence, absorbing it, and boosting her power. I quickly conjured 

Dragon Vein Detection, summoning several elemental spirits, mostly Land Spirits with a few Sunlight 

Spirits and only one small Wind Spirit. 

The Darkness Spirits somehow felt attracted to my aura as well, while the ones I summoned felt 

attracted to Achlys. With that, we conjured buffing spells that also converged the power of spirits! 

"[Spirit Enhancement]! [Geomancy]! [Blessing of the Spirits]!" 

"[Dark Chains]! [Spiritual Ritual]! [Spirit Boost]!" 

FLASH! 



The Spirits suddenly began dancing with one another, converging into a single mass of colorful spiritual 

power. And then, Titania flew towards it. 

"Mind if I help you?" 

FLAAAAASSSSHHHH!!! 

And even stronger flash of bright light emerged, as the enormous new Spirit we created was made using 

even Titania's Spiritual Projection! 

[The power of the [Land Spirits], [Sunlight Spirits], [Wind Spirits], [Darkness Spirits], and [Titania, the 

Spirit Fairy Queen] have converged together to create the Powerful [Abyssal Underworld Butterfly 

Spirit]!] 

A beautiful butterfly made of pure Spiritual Essence was created. Beautifully colored with purple, black, 

and red colors. Her butterfly wings had enormous red eyes, and the entire butterfly shone with a bright 

and menacing red aura! 

FLUOOOSH! 

The butterfly flapped her wings, as in an instant she reached the aberration below us, as if it skipped 

through space itself by how fast it was able to move! 

Gently, the butterfly touched the tip of the ice statue, as an enormous amount of darkness and other 

elements converged together emerged, quickly taking over the entire abomination… 

And then it exploded! 

BOOOOOOOOMMMMM!!!! 

Crack… crack…! 

CRASH! 

We heard the Miasmic Core of the monster easily shatter, the rest of its HP quickly went down to zero in 

a flash! 

The enormous explosion was so potent it created a gigantic cloud, as if that thing was somehow a 

nuclear bomb! We were all blown away by the enormous shockwaves sent by the explosion, as we saw 

with eyes wide open as the resilient monster was more than done for! 

"W-We did it…?!" 

My friend couldn't believe that just did it. 

"We did it!" 

But indeed, that did the trick! 

Ding! 

[You And Your Party Defeated [Shadow Vampiric Crimson Bat Queen: Lv45]!] 

[You And Your Party Defeated [Giant Crystal Slaughter Mantis Queen: Lv50]!] 



[You And Your Party Defeated [Aberrant Chimeric Miasmic Spawn: Lv55]!] 

[Calculating EXP Earned…] 

[You earned 450000 EXP!] 

[You gained 250000 Gold] 

[You acquired [Cult Member's Black Cloak] x10, [Cult Member's Shattered Miasmic Staff Fragments] x50, 

[Shadow Vampiric Bat Queen's Red Pelt] x10, [Vampiric Bat Queen's Deadly Fangs] x2, [Vampiric Bat 

Queen's Eyes of Bloodshed] x2, [Vampiric Bat Queen's Meat and Bones] x50, [Giant Crystal Mantis 

Scythes] x2, [Giant Crystal Mantis Ore Exoskeleton] x20, [Giant Crystal Mantis Rainbow Eyes] x2, 

[Crystalized Miasma Stone] x50, [High Quality Miasmic Core Shattered Fragments] x20, [Aberration 

Slime] x100, [Black Eyes of the Abyss] x10, [Crystalized Soul Fragment] x20, [Greater Potential Cube] 

x20] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Your Race, Job Class, and Subclass Level has increased from Level 45 to Level 50!] 

[All Your Stats increased] 

[You gained Stat Points and Skill Points] 

[You acquired the [Purifier of Chaos] Title!] 

[Purifier of Chaos] 

Acquisition Conditions: Purify a powerful Miasmic Being made of Pure Chaos. 

Equip Bonus: +30% More Damage Against Miasmic-type Monsters. Your Attacks drain 5% of the damage 

dealt as HP and MP. 

A Special Title awarded to those who have vanquished and purified beings of great power made of the 

dangerous element of Miasma and Chaos. 

I got a lot of EXP, Gold, and dropped items… And five levels in a row! Well, talk about being well 

rewarded. 
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Ding! 

[You And Your Party Defeated [Shadow Vampiric Crimson Bat Queen: Lv45]!] 
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[You And Your Party Defeated [Giant Crystal Slaughter Mantis Queen: Lv50]!] 

[You And Your Party Defeated [Aberrant Chimeric Miasmic Spawn: Lv55]!] 

[Calculating EXP Earned…] 

[You earned 450000 EXP!] 

[You gained 250000 Gold] 

[You acquired [Cult Member's Black Cloak] x10, [Cult Member's Shattered Miasmic Staff Fragments] x50, 

[Shadow Vampiric Bat Queen's Red Pelt] x10, [Vampiric Bat Queen's Deadly Fangs] x2, [Vampiric Bat 

Queen's Eyes of Bloodshed] x2, [Vampiric Bat Queen's Meat and Bones] x50, [Giant Crystal Mantis 

Scythes] x2, [Giant Crystal Mantis Ore Exoskeleton] x20, [Giant Crystal Mantis Rainbow Eyes] x2, 

[Crystalized Miasma Stone] x50, [High Quality Miasmic Core Shattered Fragments] x20, [Aberration 

Slime] x100, [Black Eyes of the Abyss] x10, [Crystalized Soul Fragment] x20, [Greater Potential Cube] 

x20] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Level Up!] 

[Your Race, Job Class, and Subclass Level has increased from Level 45 to Level 50!] 

[All Your Stats increased] 

[You gained Stat Points and Skill Points] 

[You acquired the [Purifier of Chaos] Title!] 

[Player Name]: [Planta] 

[Title]: [Legendary Warrior] 

[Race]: [Hamadryad: Lv50/60] 

[Job Class]: [Spirit Farmer: Lv50/60] 

[Subclass]: [Novice Of All Trades: Lv50/60] 

[EXP]: [40000/96000] 

[Satiation]: [21/100] 

[HP]: [1095/1095] -> [1220/1220] 

[MP]: [3200/3200] -> [3500/3500] 

[STR]: [540] -> [590] 



[VIT]: [415] -> [465] 

[DEX]: [476] -> [536] 

[AGI]: [784] -> [874] 

[INT]: [949] -> [1039] 

[WIS]: [675] -> [750] 

[LUC]: [440] -> [490] 

[Race Skills: 10/10] 

[Ancient Spirit of the Forest: Lv3], [Photosynthesis: Lv2], [Green Magic: Lv6], [Life Drain: Lv3], [Plant 

Companion: Lv10 (Max Level)], [Daughter of Nature: Lv1], [Spirit Magic: Lv6], [Spiritual Barrier: Lv5 

(Evolved)], [Plant Synthesis: Lv1] [Fairy Queen's Protection: Lv3] 

[Job Class Skills: 10/10] 

[Spirit Agriculture: Lv3], [AGI UP: Lv1], [Tame: Lv10 (Max Level)], [Farm Animal Companion: Lv10 (Max 

Level)], [Fishing: Lv2], [Robust Body: Lv1], [Spirit Farming Tool Mastery: Lv5 (Evolved)], [Terrain 

Manipulation: Lv5 (Evolved)], [Soil Domain: Lv5 (Evolved)], [Great Spirit Vessel: Lv3] 

[Subclass Skills: 3/7] 

[All Trades: Lv3], [Cooking: Lv10 (Max Level)], [Mining: Lv10 (Max Level)] 

[Stored Skills (Unequipped): 2] 

[Race Skills]: None 

[Job Class Skills]: [Crafting: Lv1], [Alchemy: Lv1] 

[Skill Points: 611] [Stat Points: 75] 

[Equipment]: [Spirit of the Forest Robes] [Bracelet of Nature] [Great Spirit Crown of Harvest and Nature] 

[Seed Pouch] [Mushroom Hero Ring] [Mushroom Hero Bracelet] [Heavenly Ring of Life and Souls] 

I ended only leveling five times but my stats skyrocketed once more. The stat growths per level are 

fixed, and they increase over time depending in the Race, Job Class, and Subclass. Maybe having a 

subclass is enhancing my stats per level even more than if I didn't had them, most likely. 

Subclasses has a lot of technical benefits! Another of them would be giving an extra 5 Stat Points and 

Skill Points per level, that when summed with the others given by Race and Job Class makes a whopping 

15 points per level. 

Therefore, in just five levels, now I have 75 Stat Points and even more Skill Points! I should just add them 

all right now to get as strong as possible, and I'll be increasing my INT this time, I need as much magical 

power to deal with Jeremias, and whatever he's planning. 

Ding! 

[You exchanged 75 Stat Points; you gained +75 INT] 



[By raising your INT above 1100 Points, you acquired the [Grimoire User] Title!] 

Huh? Another weird Title? What does this one even do? 

[Grimoire User] 

Acquisition Conditions: Increase INT by 1100 using Stat Points. 

Equip Bonus: Grants the ability to learn Skills and Magic from Skill Books and Magic Books. Grants the 

ability to equip Grimoires as Weapons. Increases Grimoire Magic Damage by +20%. Equip Bonus Effects 

are active even when the Title is unequipped. 

A Special Title given to those that desire to increase their Intelligence to learn more about the world of 

Magic. 

Oh! I didn't knew that by increasing INT with Stat Points a Title would be given… This game is filled with 

secrets. This one could be easily unintentionally skipped if I had grown stronger to the point my INT 

increased by 1k naturally… But thankfully I got it. Though I don't know where to get Skill Books or Magic 

Books, so we'll have to skip this for later. Maybe I could ask everyone else. 

After defeating the aberration, we were forced to take a very small stop. We landed over the floor and 

then rested over the floor while sighing in relief. I quickly opened my Inventory, bringing out pre-made 

lunch boxes and fresh vegetables and fruits to restore everyone's Satiation, HP, and MP. 

That damn monster had a passive aura that drained HP and MP, so we were at the edge of our seats all 

the time while attacking it. It was overly unnecessarily hard! And Level 55 was ridiculous too! 

Oh well, we are Level 50 ourselves now, but still… 

"Ah, these apples are so fresh…" Titan sighed. "The oranges… are juicy too… I think the fruits of the 

game are tastier than any I could get from the convenience store." 

"They sure are!" I said happily. "Here, have some bento. Stuff it up quickly!" 

"Thank you Planta, you're really a life saver. Nobody here cooks as good as you do." Titan felt relieved as 

he devoured the entire lunch box, with wood and all with his big wooden jaws. 

"Without her I wouldn't know what to do to be honest, she's really our lifesaver!" Cried Achlys. 

"Yeah, she is…" Sighed Lily. "Ah, I never thought overusing MP would tire me so much…" 

"This game has quite the realistic settings sometimes. And other times it just complete nonsense." I 

sighed. 

"Yeah, happens." Sighed Titan. 

"Anyways, now that we are done, we should quickly push to the Root Forest and then catch hat ruffian 

of Jeremias as fast as we can." I said while nodding. "Although, Titan do you know what's Skill Books and 

Magic Books?" 

"Skill Books and Magic Books?" Wondered Titan. 

"Yeah, I just got the Grimoire User Title and I can use them now or something?" I wondered. 



"Wait, you got that?!" 

Titan seemed surprised. 
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"Oh I also have it." Said Achlys while stuffing herself with steamed potatoes and drinking orange juice. 

"Well, I do too. I researched how to get it before. It is an extremely useful Title that can be gotten by 

getting to 1100 INT through the usage of Stat Points…" Titan nodded. "It is a very vital Title that most 

players tend to miss unless they're magic types, but it can be widely used even for non-magicians!" 

"What?! Is it THAT good?" I wondered. 

"Yeah! Later on when we go off into the world, there are several special events, quests, and shops 

where we can get our hands into Skill Books and Magic Books. Depending in the user's affinity, they can 

only learn certain ones, this Title makes it so there's no limit." Titan smiled. "I was planning on learning 

some Warrior and Berserk Class Skill Books myself so I can strengthen my place in the frontlines. I would 

really like something that hasten my recovery or that enhances my strength based in the damage I 

tank." 

"So that's what it is for…" Achlys said in surprise. "I don't know what I could get myself, but I doubt these 

Skills are widely available everywhere, right?" 

"Yeah, they're rare and not all the Skills or Magic are available as Books, there is only a specific group of 

them in a list in the game's wiki. Sometimes you can find the most rare Books being sold in the game's 

auction by other Players." Titan said. 

"Ooh! Sounds interesting." I said. "I wonder what I could pick up myself… I am just a mage at the end." I 

shrugged. 

"Not really, your physical potential is actually pretty good. You could pick up Scythe Arts, or even Magic 

Swordsmanship, which could combine with your Spirits to create the Spirit Swordsmanship Arts Skill… 

There are even Skill Combinations for mid to late game. Sadly, our levels say we are still quite in the 

early game, but once we get our second evolutions we'll finally step into mid game. We are not that far 

from it." Titan said, quickly standing up. "I am recovered now; are you guys ready to continue?" 

After hearing Titan's words, I felt slightly more inspired to explore the outside world from within the 

boundaries of the forest, the other towns, and going to the auction. I don't really know if all the Gold 

I've accumulated is enough to buy much, but it sounds interesting using this Gold I have to buy powerful 

items and the like. 

"Alright, I think the Familiars are done eating too, let's get going!" I said happily, quickly bringing 

everyone over the Familiars. Belle and Silver were the best to carry people as they were big. 

Oh right, all my Party of Familiars Leveled up too. Despite the level difference between 

Ding! 

[Belle] Level has increased to Level 47!] 
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[Loki] Level has increased to Level 46!] 

[Silver] Level has increased to Level 48!] 

[Mimy] Level has increased to Level 47!] 

[Huginn] Level has increased to Level 30!] 

[Saphee] Level has increased to Level 30!] 

[Terra] Level has increased to Level 30!] 

[Huginn], [Saphee], and [Terra] can now Evolve!] 

"Nice! You guys are already max level?! I guess absorbing all of that shared EXP did work well at the 

end!" 

The three little Familiars sitting in front of me tilted their heads, without really knowing what had been 

happening. From what I remember they did fight though, although dealt not much damage at all. 

Huginn mostly attacked using his feather projectiles, Saphee sprayed venom everywhere and sometimes 

paralyzed a foe, and Terra spammed Stone Projectiles and Sleepy Spore, sometimes getting asleep a 

dozen monsters. 

By far, Terra was very useful to get down the monsters easily… I almost felt like cheating. Although her 

spores didn't worked on the bosses we fought, sadly. But she might be very effective against literally 

anything else. 

"Oh, they are max level already?" Wondered Titania. "Can they evolve?" 

"Yeah they can, let's make them evolve before anything else, the more helping hands we've got, the 

better! You're allowed to evolve!" I said, by merely giving any command that told the system I allowed 

the Familiars to evolve, they quickly began to glow with bright light. 

FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! 

The three quickly stared glowing, as their bodies expanded in size drastically. Their shapes also were 

adjusted more, and from the three, Saphee suddenly got an immense size boost from her small self. 

Huginn and Terra were also super big! 

"CRAAAAH!" 

Huginn spread out his large wings now, each wing being as long as five meters each. His appearance 

remained still like that of a cock, but his beak grew sharper and more menacing like those of a raven. His 

eyes turned bright red, and he gained a crest of feathers atop his head. His size was now as tall as… four 

meters, and he looked ready to let me mount his back now. 

"SHHHAAA!" 

Saphee in the other side grew as long as ten meters but she couldn't stand in the tip of her tail, so of 

course she coiled around her own body to sit down properly. Her beautiful scales had now become 

purple and shiny, like they were made of crystals. Her back also gained spiny crystal spikes soaking with 



venom, and her fangs as well became long and made of purple crystals! She gained a third eye in the 

middle of her other two eyes. She looked stunningly beautiful. 

"GOORORO…" 

And the last, Terra, looked almost the same except she was now as big as four meters and had even 

more mushrooms growing all over her body, as if she had a colony of clones growing from her body. I 

wonder if I could eat them though… No, I can't think of eating my own Summon! 

Though… Belle produces milk right? So maybe it is okay to shave off her mushrooms from time to time. 

She looks so lax she probably wouldn't mind a little bite! 

…No, wait. Never mind, her mushrooms are poisonous. 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 290: Three Incredible Mythic Evolutions! 

"Amazing, your Summons evolved into even bigger ones..." Said Titan in surprise. "Now that they have 

finally evolved, I guess they can carry their weight a bit better on battle. I am looking forward for their 

support. Our party has become so big it feels like an army now." 

"Yeah! I wonder if Saphee and Silver could work together because they're both snake-like... And do 

snake tandem attacks!" Acorn said. 

"I-I don't think they would do that..." Said Nieve. "But it sounds interesting. Nonetheless, Huginn looks 

big enough to carry people over his back. Perhaps he's a better flier than Belle." 

"Can I pet them?! I'm gonna pet them! Uwaah, fluffy feathers!" Said Florie, flying towards Huginn and 

rubbing her face over his fluffy feather covered chest. 

"Coooo..." Huginn seemed to not mind it. 

"Now this reminds me I should get myself my own familiars too..." Lily quickly began looking at the skills 

she could learn. 

"T-They have become so big!" Said Titania in surprise. 

Titania was fascinated with the trio, as they were her former friends, it made her felt like they were back 

from the dead... Although they didn't remembered anything and acted as friendly as any other Familiar 

would. 

She began flying around patting their heads, she particularly stayed with Saphee all the time, even 

kissing her big snout. Saphee tilted her head in confusion over her show of affection. 

"Saphee you're so cute! You really don't remember me?" Cried Titania. 

"Gyshi?" Saphee simply tilted her head, without recognizing her. 

"She really doesn't..." Sighed Titania. 

"Come on now." I sighed. "Didn't you said you already let them go?" 

"I did but... Seeing them here really hits me hard." She sighed. 
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"Then why did you even said it was okay to summon them Titania?" I asked while crossing my arms. 

"A-Ah, Planta don't get angry! I am sorry... I am just emotionally unstable..." Sighed Titania. 

"Honestly, me too." I petted her head. 

"Woah those evolved rather quickly!" Achlys said, Rita barely paid attention to what we were talking 

about and began boasting about her own Familiars. "Hehe, but my Bat and my Black Wolf have also 

leveled up to Level 30 and have evolved even earlier!" 

She showed us her Vampiric Bat and her Black Wolf, both of them evolved into Vampiric Blood Bat and 

two headed Shadow Wolf. Their appearance changed a bit. The Vampiric Blood Bat became as tall as a 

person, and he seemed threatening-looking, with sharp fangs that could easily drink blood from a prey. 

Meanwhile, the wolf gained another second head and a third red eye in each one of them. His tail also 

had the tip of a snake. 

They were quite stronger than before, and her bat now knew blood magic and the wolf had Cursed Eyes 

that could lower a foe's stats by a few points temporarily as long as it kept glancing at its foe, pretty 

handy all things considered. 

"Oh they're pretty amazing, Achlys. They really fit your aesthetic." I said. 

"Yeah! I've begun to love all the edgy stuff." Laughed Rita. 

I quickly checked the Familiars Status as we rushed across the empty Crystal Cavers, reaching a long 

corridor that led to the Root Forest, an expansive underground area of the Forest that had concentrated 

all the Roots of every Tree interconnected together. 

[Summon Name]: [Huginn] 

[Race]: [Shadow Gallus Raven: HrafnaguÃ°: Lv30/60] 

[Satiation]: [100/100] 

[HP]: [740/740] 

[MP]: [340/340] 

[STR]: [375] 

[VIT]: [355] 

[DEX]: [250] 

[AGI]: [365] 

[INT]: [250] 

[WIS]: [315] 

[LUC]: [120] 

[Race Skills: 10/12] 



[Divine Farm Animal: Shadow Gallus: Lv3] [Abyssal Shadow Kick: Lv2 (Evolved)] [Beak Attack: Lv7] 

[Intimidation: Lv8] [Abyssal Shadow Feather Projectile: Lv2 (Evolved)] [Shadow Flight: Lv4] [Shadow 

Sneak: Lv3] [All-Seeing Eyes: Lv2] [Share Senses: Master: Lv1] [Super Shadow Beam: Lv1] 

[Equipment] 

[Divine Necklace of the Raven God] 

. 

[Summon Name]: [Saphee] 

[Race]: [Abyssal Venomous Serpentes: MiÃ°garÃ°sormr: Lv30/60] 

[Satiation]: [100/100] 

[HP]: [720/720] 

[MP]: [940/940] 

[STR]: [275] 

[VIT]: [255] 

[DEX]: [310] 

[AGI]: [325] 

[INT]: [440] 

[WIS]: [365] 

[LUC]: [200] 

[Race Skills: 10/12] 

[Divine Farm Animal: Abyssal Venomous Serpentes: Lv3] [Deadly Weapon Tail Transformation: Lv3 

(Evolved)] [Abyssal Venomous Fangs: Lv2 (Evolved)] [Reflective Scales: Lv9] [Poison Magic: Lv5] 

[Poisonous Sea: Lv3] [Poison Domain: Lv3] [Snake Queen: Lv1] [Poison Snake Phantom Creation: Lv1] 

[Deadly Abyssal Toxic Breath: Lv1] 

[Equipment] 

[Purple Eye Necklace] 

. 

[Summon Name]: [Terra] 

[Race]: [Mystic Giant Cave Mushroom: Meshgaia Lv30/60] 

[Satiation]: [100/100] 

[HP]: [940/940] 



[MP]: [340/340] 

[STR]: [235] 

[VIT]: [425] 

[DEX]: [140] 

[AGI]: [140] 

[INT]: [310] 

[WIS]: [370] 

[LUC]: [250] 

[Race Skills: 10/12] 

[Mythic Plant Monster: Meshgaia Lv3] [Impact Absorbing Body: Lv2 (Evolved)] [Sleeping Dreamy Spores: 

Lv2 (Evolved)] [Robust Body: Lv8] [Earth Magic: Lv5] [Mushroom Colony: Lv3] [Colony Mind: Lv3] 

[Mushroom Soldier: Lv2] [Earth Shield: Lv1] [Earthquake: Lv1] 

[Equipment] 

[Earth Crown] 

Wait a second, everyone evolved with weird names again. Will all my Familiars evolve into having weird 

names attached to them? Now Huginn has evolved to get a weird name I can't even read... Well, let's 

look at Huginn's Race Description. 

[Race]: [Shadow Gallus Raven: HrafnaguÃ°] 

A special type of Raven said to be the Gods of all Ravens, although it is merely a title. Such powerful 

birds fly across the skies as they please and can meld with the darkness of the night. Their wings are 

enormous and by merely flapping them, they can bring forth hurricanes to devastate whatever they 

please. However, it is said that such legendary birds often protect someone, a master precious to them. 

They guard the master's territory sky, without a single thing being able to escape their powerful All-

Seeing Eyes, while their ability to Share their Senses with their masters give their master the ability to 

see with their eyes. 

Oh, this is pretty amazing! Huginn evolved into something I cannot really pronounce, but "God of 

Ravens" sounds pretty interesting... It is kind of like Belle. Are all Farm Animals going to evolve into 

Mythical Beasts or something? 

I wonder if this is actually normal... I mean, probably? There's no reason to get something so special out 

of the blue. 


